
Thesis Reflections 
 
The year before starting at KTH I was studying Indian classical dance in New Delhi. I lived in a girls’ hostel together with Indian 
girls, and learnt about their daily lives and struggles. I learnt that the freedom of Indian girls and women is circumscribed and 
their rights often neglected. Many are abused. With this in mind I chose my diploma subject. My intention when returning to 
India was to draw a building that could somehow ameliorate the situation for at least some Indian women. I thought that this 
would be something like a shelter home, built with traditional building techniques. With a sponsorship from SIDA I arrived in 
Bhubaneswar, Odisha, a far more rural place than New Delhi.   
 
When meeting NGO’s in working with empowering women in the area, it seemed like a woman’s shelter home would actually 
not be so adequate. When I tried to introduce my ideas there were no recipients, and a shelter home was clearly not 
warranted. I came to understand that such a home could even deteriorate the situation for abused women by stigmatising 
and further isolating them. My original outlook was a Western stereotypical point of view – however much I thought it wasn’t 
– by highlighting oppression, deliver Western-constructed solutions and ignore the strengths and possibilities of the local 
society. I was bewildered.  
 
Luckily, reality and practical needs enabled a transformation. Through Architects without borders, I was contacted by UDRC, 
Urban and Development Resource Centre, working with upgrading slum areas in Odisha. They had a need, a budget and a very 
limited time frame for coming up with a proposal for alterations and additions to the old Community Centre of Nayapalli, a 
village within the city of Bhubaneswar. They only needed an architect. Here I could actually do something that was wanted.  
Thus, my diploma work changed into designing a community centre.  
 
In this particular community alcoholism has spread epidemically among the men. Most of them are unemployed, and the 
women are the providers of the families, working as house maids. The existing community centre was mainly used by these 
alcoholic men, sleeping there during daytime. Now, UDRC and the community women wanted to get them out somehow. 
Instead they wanted the centre to be remade into an Anganwadi, a preschool, with an addition of a medical centre. I felt 
pleased to get a chance do something that was both wanted and needed. Besides, my original program was including both a 
day-care and a medical clinic, so it was not completely different. 
 
The site was indeed very small, but now stuffed with program, developed in discussion with the community, UDRC and Mahila 
Milan, a micro financial banking organisation of women in the slums, active in the area and collaborators to UDRC. The 
proposal has been sent for approval by Bhubaneswar municipality and recently returned – not surprisingly, the municipality 
didn’t like the bamboo. Bamboo and mud represent building materials for the poor, as oppose to concrete and bricks. 
Nevertheless my proposal for a new community centre will probably, by and large, be built.  
 
This was important to me, as one original concern had been regarding this – the expectations of a built result. Here, Sida has 
been giving me this grant to be able to go to Odisha and meet all these people, get their opinions and views and awaken their 
wishes and then just go back home, without having given them something real. That I now was part of something that would 
go on after I had left and result in an actually built building that I thought would improve the life quality of the community felt 
amazing. That the restrictions of the site, time and my own capacity had left me not completely happy with the looks of the 
very same proposal felt not as great. 
 
After returning home I returned in my mind to Nayapalli. Just to get the alcoholic men out of the Community centre will not 
solve the problem. They would just be drunk and go to sleep somewhere else, and I was worried it would be on this very 
terrace I had drawn, so that the school children still wouldn’t have anywhere to do their homework. Obviously, the group with 
the largest need of alternatives was these unemployed alcoholic men, and the adolescent boys yet not alcoholic, but still 
unemployed. To me this was unexpected, but the women and children are already supported by several organisations and 
governmental initiatives.  
 
Next to the community centre, there was an empty lot. Here I wanted to propose something that could provide an alternative 
for the men, without deserting the women that I originally wanted to do something for. The program I chose was a 
launderette. It will not cure alcoholism, but maybe it can employ a few people and provide possibilities for them to support 
their families. Maybe it can relieve some women from long hours of hand washing and give them time to do something they 
find more interesting. Maybe it can give some repute to the area, and make the residents proud of it. Thus the launderette 
can generate an income – but also do something for the community. Mahila Milan provides loans for buildings and to start 
slum dwellers business initiatives. Maybe it is not impossible that this too becomes built.  
 
My diploma work has been investigating different ways for an architect to analyse urban conditions, suggesting simple , 
pragmatic and innovative strategies for social sustainable development. The materials and methods proposed are simple and 
cheaply available in Odisha, to make it possible to just get started.   


